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1. Introduction

This paper describes the rule-based reasoning in computer animation creation as a part of system EMM (Electronic Moviemaker) we are implementing realized by using language C++ and expert system language CLIPS.

Current advanced broadband network techniques already enable us to access multimedia streams and display them on personal computer. A great challenge on Web communication lies in giving such an environment that enables any people to make his presentation and deliver it uncomplicatedly. A low-cost easy-to-use electronic moviemaker has good entertainment and education marketplace. After analyzing the feasibility of realization, we came to the conclusion that it is reasonable to automatically visualize a verbal screenplay using relevant sound motion picture with visual effects like real image, 3D animation, or their composition, where real images are extracted from digital video (movie, animation, TV programs, etc.) library [1], [2].

EMM aimed at visualizing user’s inputted screenplay words by sound motion picture, which is belonging to the project DMP (Digital Movie Producer). If there are suitable video clips in video database or video web library, the required clips will be extracted from the database/library, otherwise, 3D animation will be created based on cinematic knowledge, so that at present it is feasible to automatically make motion picture with visual effects of computer animation and real images, and their simple composition, where content-based retrieval techniques are used to automate the procedure of video retrieval.

Those works on interpreting text-based input into dynamic visualized presentations are in progress, like Virtual Director in [3] and Mario in [4]. Virtual Director aimed to visualize simple scenario in virtual scene and animation. Mario focused on automatic camera control to create 3D animation from annotated screenplay. They were both designed through KB approach but not systems for home movie making usage. Other methodologies employing AI for computer animation have been put forward. In [5], [6], domain knowledge base was applied in automatically generating animation focusing on camera shot design while in [7] animation creation focused on human gesture. Cognitive modeling for intelligent agent was employed by John Funge et al to solve the same cinematic problem [8].

By AI approach, the digital filmmaking procedure in production system EMM can be automated dependent on cinematic knowledge. The filmmaking knowledge base contains domain knowledge about objects, color, lighting, scene, shot, also contains spatial-temporal knowledge. Automated digital moviemaking may generate shot sequence from screenplay that describes abstract relationship between objects (such as two talk) or concrete actions of characters (such as stand) in various shots (such as close up). A virtual director achieves user’s intentions by knowledge-based (KB) approach through setting a scene, determining the corresponding shot types and shot sequence, and planning virtual camerawork dependent on the cinematic expertise stored in a domain knowledge base. We model the filmmaking knowledge and rule-based reasoning strategies in CLIPS and embedding CLIPS into C++.

The next section will have an overview of EMM system architecture. In Section three, the design of screenplay user interface is introduced. Section four expounds how to realize the automation of video retrieval and animation generation by using AI approaches from a film director’s point of view. Finally, I will have a discussion about my present work.

2. EMM System Structure

Virtual Director in Fig. 1 is embedded as a subsystem in the integrated system environment to realize the automation of 3D animation and video retrieval. He is responsible for the visual aspect of screenplay dependent on knowledge of plot structure in KB, giving commands for the dramatic structure, pace, and directional flow elements of the sounds and visual images to visualize the event. Supposing the existence of a library that stores 3D models and actions mentioned in the script, it is possible to combine objects and actions according to the screenplay and to choose optimal placement for the camera automatically. Composition, the location of characters, lighting styles, depth of field and camera angle are all determinant factors in the formulation of the visual information. Movie player assembles the resultant plan created by inference engine into images. Virtual camera records the frames that are to be played as a still or a sequence of images.

![Figure 1. System Architecture Diagram](image-url)
The pipeline production drawn in Fig. 2 shows the data flow beginning from screenplay input to the generated movie output, covering all main data conversion step by step.

3. Screenplay GUI

Some works on translating verbal presentations into visualized presentations are in progress. At & T” is making a system named WordsEye [11] for automatically converting text into representative 3D static scenes. As they said, “Natural language is an easy and effective medium for describing visual ideas and mental imagery.” However, fully capturing the semantic content of language in movies is infeasible because linguistic descriptions tend to be at a high level of abstraction and there will be a certain amount of unpredictability in translating the script into the visual effects.

We chose screenplay as input because it is a formal language for filmmaking, implying the lots of rules of film that are almost invisible by audience. When we design the form of screenplay, the first feature to consider is common user access: it should be easy-to-learn and easy-to-use for non-professionals and non-artist users such as school-age children. On the other hand, 3D motion picture is far more difficult to be realized than 3D static scene, decided by synthetic techniques involving the fields of Linguistics, Artificial Intelligence, Computation, and Computer Vision so that the screenplay design is also based on current technology. Based the above considerations, we designed two types of screenplay formats - EventSP and MarkupSP.

3.1 EventSP (Event ScreenPlay)

When we carefully analyze a visual message, we find images become real property the mind and remember only when language express them. Symbols are used to retain events and ideas in our memory so that one kind of screenplay we designed is called EventSP that can describe abstract relationship between objects (such as two talk event).

There were some typical works on applying film theory for computer graphics generation. Christianson et al. adopted the notion of film idoms from film theory and formalized them into a sequence of shots [12]. He et al. encoded the film idoms into hierarchically organized finite state machine applied in real-time system [13]. Amerson & Kime proposed a system FILM (Film Idiom Language and Model) for real-time camera control in interactive narratives [14]. In our system, intelligent rule-based reasoning is employed which will be demonstrated in the next section.

3.2 MarkupSP (Markup ScreenPlay)

The mind’s picture is a combine of the perceptual elements of color, form, depth and movement combined with the verbal thoughts. To describe their imagery concretely, user should be allowed to add their controls in screenplay such as actions of characters (e.g. stand) or layout (e.g. on the left) in various shots (e.g. close up). These controls are included in filmmaking techniques involving the four aspects: 1) mise-en-scéne (what to shoot) which involves setting, lighting, figures, 2) cinematograph (how to shoot it) which involves camerawork –
camera angle, camera movement and camera distance, 3) montage (how to present the shots), e.g., fade in/out, parallel editing and 4) sound edition (how to present the sounds), e.g., dialog, music, background sound from film theory.

When designing the screenplay format, an important issue that must be considered is the possibility of automatically generated visual effects made of various media (e.g. animation, video) and modalities (e.g. music, talk). Human beings perceive the world via the five senses of touch, hearing, sight, smell and taste. Film creates a five-dimensional world in the two-dimensional screen of sight and sound modes composed of different modalities. A modality indicates a particular form of a communication mode. For example, noise, music, and speech are modalities of the sound mode. For modalities of smell and taste, their expressions in sound motion picture may be realized by speaking ("rotted apple") or image (rotted apple).

Figure 3 shows the principle of visualization by sound motion picture beginning from the two different screenplay formats. Since the most important function of movie is to rightly express user’s feelings, meanings and emotion toward audience, photorealism (realistic style in two respects: realistic picture or moving in realistic fashion) is not required.

4. Visualize Screenplay
4.1 Rules Presentation about Shooting

Dynamic picture generation concerns object description, objective movement, and camerawork. CLIPS provides a cohesive tool for handling a wide variety of knowledge with supports for three different programming paradigms: rule-based, object-oriented and procedural so that it can fulfill the above mentioned needs for high-level tool to program the generation of digital movie.

To write rules about objects (e.g. characters or props) in 3D graphics space, it is necessary to describe all the scene information in COOL (CLIPS Object-Oriented Language) [15]. CLIPS deals with the motion of object in the way of pattern matching. To encode shot sequence, an example is showed in Fig. 4 composed of shots transformed from medium shot to two-shot through dolly shot (concerning camera movement).

In rule-based language, a rule is a concise description of a set of conditions and a set of actions to take if the conditions are true. Film rules about above shooting can be written in defrule construct of CLIPS as:

```
(defrule shot-type "A rule of intention shot"
 ; track two persons in half length size
 ; make a medium shot and a two-shot
 (track-two-half -front)
 =>
 ; If
 (assert (medium-shot) (dolly-shot) (two-shot))
 ; Then
 (assert (action MS) (action DS) (action TS)))
```

where two parts are separated by the ‘=>’ symbol (means ‘then’). The first part consists of the LHS left-hand side pattern (track-two-half-front) which is used to match facts in the knowledge base while the second part consists of the RHS right-hand side action (MS) (DS) (TS) that contain function calls. The rule of shot selecting will be activated when the fact (track-two-half-front) appear in the knowledge base. When the rule executes or fires, the functions (action MS), (action DS), and (action TS) are called. Annotation begins with symbol ‘;’.

4.2 Reasoning Shot Sequence from EventSP

Heuristics about making a sequence of shots involves the techniques of montage and sound related to image, and another unit in film named event. Event is an important primitive action unit in camera planning procedure such as “a private conversation between two characters”. This section will demonstrate how to visualize EventSP by making sequence of two-talk event.

To stage face to face two-talk described in figure 5, the virtual director determines five basic shots from nine camera positions, selects shots (Fig. 6, Tab. 1) from the set and arranges them in order dependent on dialogues according to the following planning rules (involving continuity cutting):

(a) If character A and B have a private conversation, five basic shots could be used: two-shot (default size: very long shot), profile shot (default size: close-up), over-the-shoulder shot, point-of-view shot (default size: close-up), and angular shot (default size: close-up).

(b) If both character A and B are silent, use two-shot.

(c) If character A talks, select one least used shot by A from the set of basic shots.

(d) If character B talks, select one least used shot by B from the set of basic shots.

(e) If character talks, OTS should be selected first.

(f) If the selected shot is not OTS, it should be set before OTS in the shot sequence.

To stage face to face two-talk described in figure 5, the virtual director determines five basic shots from nine camera positions, selects shots (Fig. 6, Tab. 1) from the set and arranges them in order dependent on dialogues according to the following planning rules (involving continuity cutting):

(a) If character A and B have a private conversation, five basic shots could be used: two-shot (default size: very long shot), profile shot (default size: close-up), over-the-shoulder shot, point-of-view shot (default size: close-up), and angular shot (default size: close-up).

(b) If both character A and B are silent, use two-shot.

(c) If character A talks, select one least used shot by A from the set of basic shots.

(d) If character B talks, select one least used shot by B from the set of basic shots.

(e) If character talks, OTS should be selected first.

(f) If the selected shot is not OTS, it should be set before OTS in the shot sequence.
As showed in Fig 7, there are other possible results according to the above planning rules (a) – (f) because of some stochastic process in shot selection. If adding new shot sizes to the shots maybe used, there will be more possible shot sequences resulted for the same event. For example, when POV shot and angular shot in figure 7 are changed into medium shot size, another two results will be obtained.

![Figure 7. Other Possible Two-talk Shot Sequences](image)

Table 1. Staging Dialogue Sequence for Two Characters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two talk</th>
<th>Shot sequence</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Two-shot VLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Profile-shot CU</td>
<td></td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OTS (facing A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. OTS (facing B)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A talks</td>
<td></td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Two-shot VLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. OTS (facing A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OTS (facing B)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B talks</td>
<td></td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Two-shot VLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Profile-shot CU</td>
<td></td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OTS (facing A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. OTS (facing B)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silence</td>
<td>Shot sequence</td>
<td>Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Two-shot VLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Profile-shot CU</td>
<td></td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OTS (facing A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. OTS (facing B)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

In recent years, filmic techniques have been extended to a degree possible with live actors shot in real time, but the commercial software tools used to make CG movie are not common user access. The filmmaking knowledge base of our digital moviemaking system EMM contains domain knowledge about objects, color, lighting, scene, shot, also contains spatial-temporal knowledge. The cinematic knowledge-based environment instead of programming enables nonprofessionals to make their own digital movies easily. Moreover, the virtual director can intelligent generate the visual scene not lonely dependent on film rule of thumb, but also stochastically “image” the 3D virtual world the same as real humans, so that the results are more plentiful and interesting, not just pre-scripted contents.
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